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Abstract  - -  A quasilinear singularly perturbed boundary value problem with a turning point of 
the attractive type is considered. Analytic properties of its solution are established and used for 
the construction ofa numerical method uniform in the perturbation parameter. The paper is an 
extension of a result obtained previously for the semilinear case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Singularly perturbed boundary value problems represent mathematical models for various im- 
portant phenomena. Among them, the nonlinear turning point problems are of special interest. 
Some efficient numerical methods for such problems were given recently in [1] and [2], (see also 
the references therein). While [1] dealt with the quasilinear problem with a repulsive turning 
point, only a mild nonlinearity was considered in [2] for the attractive turning point case. This 
is also true for [3], where some assumptions from [2] have been relaxed. In this paper, we shall 
extend the results from [2] and [3] to the quasilinear case. We shall consider the problem: 
-eu"-zb(z,u)u' +c(z,u)=O, xe[-l,1], 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions, small positive parameter e and a positive function b. Other 
assumptions will be given later. They imply that the solution has an interior layer at x - 0. 
Because of that, the problem is close to the shock layer problems, such as Lagerstrom-Cole 
and Biirgers problems. However, it is simpler than general quasilinear shock problems ince the 
position of the shock is known in advance. Still, by considering such a problem we make a step 
towards uniform numerical methods for the general shock problems. A different step towards the 
same goal was made in [4]. 
The technique we use in this paper is essentially the same as the one from [2] and [3]. That is 
why only the details which are different will be given. In Section 2 we shall analyse the continuous 
problem. We shall estimate how close the solution derivatives are to the corresponding derivatives 
of the solutions to the reduced problem (the problem with ¢ = 0). The numerical method will be 
presented in Section 3. It uses finite differences on a special discretization mesh which is dense 
in the layer. The discrete problem is uniformly stable with respect o c in an L 1 discrete norm. 
Because of that, the error of the numerical solution will be estimated in that norm. However, 
numerical results in Section 4 will show uniform pointwise convergence as well. 
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2. THE CONTINUOUS ANALYSIS 
Consider the following quasilinear problem with a small positive perturbation parameter e: 
- eu"  - xb(z ,  u)  u '+ c(x, u) -- 0, z E I - [ -1,  1], (1) 
u(-1) - U_, u(1) -- U+. (2) 
We assume that the problem has a unique solution, which we denote by uc. Sufficient conditions 
for this assumption can be found in [5]. Moreover, let the following conditions hold throughout 
the paper: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(~i) 
(iv) 
c(x, u) = xc,(x, u) + ~c2(x, u), 
b(x, u), ck(x, u), E C2(I x It), k = 1, 2, 
b (x ,u )~b,>O,  xE I ,  uE I t ,  
Ick,.(x,u)l_<c*, k=l ,2 ,  xe l ,  ue I t .  
Moreover, we shall assume that ¢ is sufficiently small. The corresponding reduced problem has a 
discontinuous solution consisting of two smooth curves, u+ and u_, which satisfy: 
b(x,u+)u~ - q(x,u:l:) = O, u±(+l)  = U+. 
In this section we shall estimate the quantities: 
I(u, - u~)(~)(x)[, for k = 0,1,2 and x E I+, 
where 
I_ = [-1,0], 1+ = [0,1]. 
By M we shall denote any (in the sense of O(1)) positive constant which is independent of¢. Some 
of these constants will be denoted by m, m0, M0, M1, etc. Moreover, by/~ we denote throughout 
+V~. Finally, by I1" [Ioo, we denote the maximum norm in C(I). 
LEMMA 1. lu,(x)l < M. 
PROOF. Let 
We can easily verify that 
{Ixl, x e z\[-~,~]. 
+ ~, x • [-~,u]. 
i peel(I), max(lx[, ~)>_p(x)>_ ~max ([z[,/~). 
Next, consider the following Riccati initial value problem 
(3) 
P(a) := ca'+ xb.a + Mop(x) + ca 2 = 0, (4) 
~(0) = 0. (5) 
It has a uniformly bounded solution. Indeed, by applying Newton's method to (4) and (5) 
(of. [1] or [6]), with the initial guess: 
no(x) = - --~ p(t) exp b, 
we can get that the conditions of the Newton-Kantorovich t eorem are satisfied since: 
II~0(x)lloo ~ M, 
liP'(no)-1[[ < M/~, 
[[al - a0[[oo < M/~, 
II r * l l l  " t l l  . 
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Here, I1" II is the operator norm corresponding to II" Iloo. Hence, there exists a solution a(z) to (4) 
and (5), such that 
I1~ - ~011~ _< M#, 
thus a is bounded uniformly in 6. Furthermore, we have 
zaCz)<__O for ze I .  (6) 
Indeed, because of maximum principle and 
¢a '+zb(z )c t=-Mop(z ) -¢a~<O,  a(0) = 0, 
we get that a(z) < 0 for x > 0 and a(z) > 0 for x < 0. 
Let 
It holds that 
0 < m < ~o(z) < M, ~o'(z) = a(z) ~o(z) = O(1). (7) 
Note that ~o is a solution to the following equation: 
~" + zb.~' + Mop(x) ~ = O. 
Let us now consider an auxiliary problem: 
~u" + zbCz, u,(z))u' - c(z, u) = O, (8) 
u( -1)  = U_, u(1) = U+, (9) 
and let us make the transformation u(z) = z(z) ~o(z). Then z(z) satisfies :
¢z"+ [2E a(z) + zb(z ,u t (z ) ) ] z ' -  ~(z,z) = O, (10) 
z ( -1 ) -  U_ z(1) = U+ (11) 
~(-1) '  ~(1)' 
where 
t-(z, ~3 = -[~#'(z) + zbCz, ~(~)) #(z)] ~(z)- lz  + ~(z)-lcCz, ~.~(z)) 
= Mop(z)z - z[b(z, ue(z)) - b.] a(z)z + ~o(z)-tc(z, z~o(z)). 
Choosing M0 sufficiently large and using (3) and (6) we have 
e~(z, z) = Mop(z) - za(z)  (b(z, ucCz)) - b.) + cu(z, z~(z)) > m0 max (Izl, g)- 
Hence, the problems (10) and (11) satisfies the maximum principle and therefore has a unique 
solution z, such that 
I~ - l c (z ,0 ) l  
IzCz)l < Iz(-t) l  + Iz(1)l + max < M. 
xEI m0 max (Ixl, ~,) - 
This shows that (8) and (9) have a unique solution which is equal to uc. Then (7) completes the 
proof. II 
Let 
v~(z )  = u(z )  - u~(z ) ,  x e l~ ,  
and 
e(z) =exp ( -4~ z ' ) .  
r l~ l~^- -  ~- I~ , I~AI I  . . . .  . ' - - - -  1 . . . .  I , - - ! - ! _ .  
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L~.MMA 2. I~±(=)1 _< M[u + e(z)], z E I+. 
PROOF. We consider the case x E I+ only, since x E I_ is analogous, v+ satisfies 
~v~ + ~b(~, u,(~)) v~ + ~[b(~, v+ + u+(x)) - b(z, u+(~))] u~(z) 
- [c(~,v++u+(~))-c(z,u+(z))]=~u'4(~)-~c2(~,u+(~)), (12) 
v+(0) = u~(0)-  u+(0), v+(1) = 0, (13) 
and it is a unique solution to this problem since u, and u+ are unique solutions. 
By means of the procedure similar to the proof of Lemma 1, making the transformation 
v+(x) = z+(z) ~(z), where 9(x) is defined as in Lemma 1, we have 
where 
L+z+ := ¢z~ + [xb(x, uE(x)) + 2c a(x)] z'+ - c+(x, z+) = ~(x)-lO(e), 
z+(0) = v+(0), z+(1) = 0, 
c+ (~, ~+) 
It is easy to verify 
Mop(z )  z+ - z[b(x, u~( x) ) - b.] a(z) z+ 
- ~(~)-l~[b(~, u+(~) + z+ ~(~)) - b(z, u+(z))] u~(z) 
+ ~-i (~)[e(~, z+~(~) + u+(z)) - ~(~, u+(z))]. 
+e,,(x, z+~(z) + u+(z)) > m0 max (Ixhp), 
when M0 is sufficiently large. Also, it holds that 
b* • b(~, u,(~)) + 2~(~)c > T~,  
for x ~ 0 and small E, since a(x) = xa'(~) and a'(~) = O(p-1). Then we construct he barrier 
function 
w(x) = M1 p + M2 e(~e) 
to conclude that 
- 2b.M2 e(x) - c+(x, M1 p + M2 e(x)) 
<_ -c+(x, M1 p + M2 e(x)) 
= -c++(x,~)(M1 p + M2 e(z)) 
_< -too max ([x[,p)Mlp 
<_ -too Ml C < L+ z+(x), 
when M1 is sufficiently large. Similarly we have 
L+(-w(~)) _> L+ z+(~). 
Noting that w(O) _> z+(O) > -w(O), and that w(1) = z+(1) = O, by the maximum principle we 
have Iz+(x)l < w(x), hence 
Iv+(*)l = I=+1 I~1 _< M ~(~), 
and the proof is completed. | 
Next, we can prove: 
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PROOF. Again, we shall give the proof for v+(z) , z E I+ . First, we rewrite (12) and (13) in the 
form: 
cv~ + F(z,  v+)' - F~ (z, v+) - zbu (z, ~) u+ 'v+ - eu (x, ~) v+ = O(~), (14) 
with F(z ,v+)  = f0 v+ zb(z ,s  + u+)ds and some real ~. Integrating (14) from 0 to z. (the point 
from (0,/~) given by v~(z.)  = [v+(~t) - v+(0)]//t), we easily have 
M 
Iv~(0)l _< - -  /~. 
Next, from (12) and (13) we get 
{f  ¢+(~1 = ~-1 [ _ tb . ( t ,O ,4 ( t )v+( t )+c . ( t ,¢ )v+( t )+o(~) ]  
exp ( - -~)dt+v~+(O)}  exp ( _ . .B~)  , 
where B(z) = fo tb(t, u,(t)) dr. Hence 
l'-4(x)l < M(S l  "l" S2-'J't.t-lexp (_B(._~_'~ , k ¢- ./ 
Using 
we have 
S1 = fo ~" ( l+t )  exp [B(t)-~B(z)] dr, 
,5'2 = fo a' (1+ t)  exp (-4~z 2) exp [B(t)-~B(x)] dr. 
exp [.B(t):B(z)] = exp [ lft'sb(s,u,(s))ds] 
< exp [-4~(x2-t2)], 
S1 
$2 
< M/~, 
_ ~,ex~ (-,~.~)fo" ('+')~' 
exp - z 2 < M /a+ e 
This completes the proof. 
We can proceed with the same technique (of. [2], as well) to get the following estimates: 
,o~,,,, ~ M [,+,~- (!+ ~)~.,] -~ I~  
lu',"(~,)l < M + I~/ +_+ + ~(:~). 
6 g' 
Finally, in the same way as in [2], we can prove: 
THEOREM 1. 
I(xv~(~))'l ~ M(/~V(z)), x G 1±, 
[(xv+(z))"[ < M(/~+/ZXV(z)) ,  xG I±,  
¢lu~(z)[ <_ M(c + V(z)), z E I, 
~lo.lttI~'tl  .~ ~l/f[.. ~ . . - -1 l l ' l~ ' t~ ~ e-- 7" 
| 
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where 
( ,) V(z )=exp - x , 
with an arbitrary posit ive constant a independent ore. These estimates will be necessary in the 
next section. 
3. THE NUMERICAL METHOD 
The numerical method is closely related to that from [2]. The same special non-equidistant 
mesh I h is used. It has the following mesh points: 
2i 
z i=A( t i ) ,  t i=- -1 -4 - - - ,  i=0(1)n ,  
n 
n=2n0,  n0•N,  
where 
(u ( t )  := ~-~ -,-t, t e [0, a] 
,x(t) = r(t) := 6(t - ~)3 + ½~"(a) (t - a) 2 + ~'(a)(t - a) + ~(a),  t e [c,, 1] 
-A ( - t ) ,  t • [-1, 0] 
a is an arbitrary parameter f om (0,1), 
1 
6 is determined from 7r(1) = 1, so that A E C~(I+) and A E C1(I), and the parameter/~ is chosen 
from (0,7-1(1 - a)-2], (see [2]). Mesh generating functions uch as A have been used often, 
cf. [2,4,7] and the references therein. It may look as if A is artificial, but its part ~ is a suitable 
rational approximation to the logarithmic function representing the inverse of the interior layer 
function V(x) for z > 0. Then lr is just a smooth extension of w. 
Let 
hi = x i -x i _ l ,  i=  1(1)n, 
1 
hi = ~(hi + h i+ l ) ,  
and let w h denote a mesh function on I h \ {-1, 1}, which will be identified with the Rn-Lvector: 
w h = [wx, w2, . . . ,  w,_ l ]  r ,  (w, := ~0,~). 
Moreover, let us introduce the following standard finite-difference operators: 
D, iw i = q-(wi+l - wi) 
hi 
D"wi  : [(wi-1 - wi) /h i  + (Wi+l - wi)/hi+l] 
hi 
We shall use the following discrete Ll-norm: 
n-1  
i----1 
For all this cf. [2,7]. Finally, in this section the constants M will be independent of I h as well. 
Before discretizing the problems (1) and (2), we shall rewrite (1) in the following conservation 
form: 
r l~  . . . .  I I  ~l  x l  , i ^ 
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where 
f+(x,u),  x E I+ ' g(x,u) -- g+(x,u), 
f~.(~,u) = ~b(~,s)ds, 
g+(~,ul -- c (~. , , ) -~b(~,u . (~/ / ,&(~)+ (~b(, , .s))~d, 
+(~) 
= c(~,, ~) - xci(~, u . (x ) )  + (~b(~.s//~ d~. 
*0') 
Then the discrete problem corresponding to (15) and (2) is given by: 
where 
xE I_  
ze I+ ' 
Thwi=O,  i= l (1 )n - -1 ,  (16) 
Thwi, i = l(1)n0 
Thwi = Thwi, i = no + l(1)n --1 ' 
T~:w~ = -~ 0 '% - D'~ I~(~,, ~)  + g~:(~,, ~i), 
and where w0 and wn should be replaced by U_ and U+, respectively. The discretization is a 
generalization of that for the mildly nonlinear case considered in [2] and [3]. 
Let us introduce the following assumption i  addition to (i)-(iv): 
(v) gu(~,u)=(~b(~,u))~+c~(~,u)>g.>O, : :eI ,  ueR.  
(Note that in this case Theorem 9 from [5] guarantees that u, exists if additionally: 
b*>_b(x,u), xe I ,  uER ). 
THEOREM 2. The discrete probelem (16) has a unique solution w h and the following estimate 
holds: 
I]w~ h h M 1 - ~. Ih _< D -I'- exp (--n)], 
h u e : [Ue(Xl) ,ue(~2) , . . . ,ue(xn_ I ) ]  T. 
where 
PROOF. The operator T h is an M-operator and uniformly stable in [[. ][~. This can be proved 
by the same technique as the one from [2,7]. Then it remains to estimate the consistency error 
of T h, but this can be done in the same way as in [2], by using Theorem 1 and properties of the 
mesh generating function A. II 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
We shall test our numerical method on the following example: 
-eu"  - x u u' + c(z) = 0, u(±l)  - Uq-, 
where c(x) and U+ are determined by taking the exact solution in the form 
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The problem is chosen so that the solution behaves as described in Theorem 1. Note that c is 
not entirely of the form (i), and that (ii) and (v) hold only locally, since uc(x) > 1 for x E I. 
Nevertheless, the numerical method works with 
= = 
and the results show the same behaviour as those from [2] for a linear problem. The maximal 
pointwise rror 
E := max Iw . , i  - 
l<_i<_n-1 
is uniform in e with order 1, as well as the discrete L 1 error 
-u lll 
Moreover, E1 decreases together with e, and the order is 1/2, which corresponds to Theorem 2. 
The results are given in the following table: 
• n 50 100 200 
1.-4 E 4.52-2 2.28-2 1.14-2 
E1 1.02-3 5.23-4 2.66-4 
1.-6 E 4.37"-2 2.21-2 1.11-2 
E1 1.04-4 5.39--5 2.74-5 
1.-10 E 4.27-2 2.17-2 1.09-2 
El 1.08-6 5.57-7 2.83-7 
1.-14 E 4.26--2 2.16-2 1.09-2 
E1 1.09-8 5.63-9 2.89-9 
There are 40% of the mesh steps within the interval [-p, p]. This is achieved in the same way 
as in [2]: a = 0.8 is taken, and then the parameter ]~ is chosen so that the desired percentage 
remains fixed for all values of c and n. 
The nonlinear system was solved by the Newton method, starting with the straight line 
through (-1,  U_) and (1, U+). The method was stopped when the maximal difference between 
two successive iterations became less than 10 -6. Only 4 iterations were required for that. 
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